The replicative immortality of human cancer cells is achieved by activation of a telomere maintenance mechanism (TMM). To achieve this, cancer cells utilise either the enzyme telomerase, or the Alternative Lengthening of Telomeres (ALT) pathway. These distinct molecular pathways are incompletely understood with respect to activation and propagation, as well as their associations with clinical outcomes. We have identified significant differences in the telomere repeat composition of tumours that use ALT compared to tumours that do not. We then employed a machine learning approach to stratify tumours according to telomere repeat content with an accuracy of 91.6%. Importantly, this classification approach is applicable across all tumour types. Analysis of pathway mutations that were under-represented in ALT tumours, across 1,075 tumour samples, revealed that the autophagy, cell cycle control of chromosomal replication, and transcriptional regulatory network in embryonic stem cells pathways are involved in the survival of ALT tumours. Overall, our approach demonstrates that telomere sequence content can be used to stratify ALT activity in cancers, and begin to define the molecular pathways involved in ALT activation.
INTRODUCTION
Telomeres are nucleoprotein structures at the ends of linear chromosomes that consist almost exclusively of the repeat sequence TTAGGG, bound by the shelterin protein complex, which comprises TRF1, TRF2, TIN2, TPP1, POT1, and RAP1 (1) . The proximal 2 kb region of human telomeres is rich in variant telomere repeats, which are defined as any repeat that differs by a single nucleotide from the canonical TTAGGG repeat, such as TCAGGG, TGAGGG and TTGGGG (2, 3) . The proportion and distribution of variant telomere repeats is chromosome end-specific, subject to linkage disequilibrium and Mendelian inheritance, and highly variable, indicative of a high underlying mutation rate (3, 4) . In contrast, the distal ends of human telomeres contain predominantly canonical telomere repeats by virtue of the fidelity of telomerase (5) , which extends telomeres in the germline, during embryogenesis, and in stem cell populations (6) .
Telomere attrition accompanies normal somatic cell division, and functions to restrict cellular replicative capac-ity (7) . This gradual attrition erodes distal canonical sequences, eventually exposing the proximal variant repeatdense regions and compromising telomere capping function. One of the hallmarks of cancer is replicative immortality through the activation of a TMM (8) . Currently, there are two known TMMs: telomerase, a ribonucleoprotein complex that extends telomeres via reverse transcription using an intrinsic RNA template region (9) , and ALT, a recombination-dependent replication pathway of telomere extension (10) . ALT-mediated telomere templating can occur in the proximal telomeric regions, resulting in interspersion of variant repeats throughout the telomeres (11, 12) . Whilst telomerase is activated more frequently, ALT is prevalent in tumours of mesenchymal origin such as those arising from bone and soft tissues, and from neuroendocrine systems (13, 14) , with leiomyosarcomas and Pancreatic Neuroendocrine Tumours (PanNETs) having a >50% incidence of ALT (13) . The mechanism underlying the activation of one TMM over the other remains unclear.
In recent years, sequencing has been applied on a small scale to identify genetic markers that are associated with telomerase or ALT. Specifically, TERT promoter mutations have been identified that generate transcription factor binding motifs and increase hTERT transcription in cancers (15, 16) , while ATRX and DAXX mutations have been found to correlate with ALT activation in both tumours and cell lines (17) (18) (19) . Nevertheless, the genetic landscape of cancer is highly complex and variable. For instance, loss of ATRX has been found to correlate tightly with ALT status in glioblastoma, and mutations in ATRX and the TERT promoter were mutually exclusive (20) . Paradoxically, nine out of ten melanomas with predicted loss-of-function mutations in ATRX were also found to have TERT promoter mutations (21) . It has become clear that complete understanding of the genetic changes involved in the activation of each TMM requires larger scale studies spanning a vast array of tumour types.
Cancer genome sequencing projects, such as The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) (22) and the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) (23) , have been established to identify the genetic characteristics of a wide range of tumour types. Recently, these initiatives have been combined with whole genome sequencing (WGS)-based telomere length estimation tools to investigate telomere length both within and across tumour types (21, (24) (25) (26) . A recent study provided a comprehensive analysis of TERTactivating and loss-of-function ATRX mutations across a large panel of the TCGA tumour dataset using WGS, whole exome sequencing (WXS) and RNA-seq, finding that TERT promoter mutations correlated with increased TERT expression and shorter telomere length, and ATRX deletions correlated with increased telomere length (26) . However, none of the samples used in this study were experimentally validated for TMM, and currently there is no way to determine TMM from WGS data.
Here, we identify significant differences in telomere variant repeat content that exist between tumours that use the ALT pathway of telomere maintenance, and those that do not. We describe a WGS-based machine learning approach to determine the TMM of a tumour using telomere sequence content, and demonstrate the utility of this approach in identifying the molecular signatures associated with activation of ALT in widescale tumour datasets. Using two experimentally validated WGS datasets, we demonstrate that the genome itself can provide sufficient information to predict the presence of ALT in a tumour. Importantly, our classifier performs robustly across multiple tumour types. Our findings demonstrate a novel way to identify ALT tumours from WGS, opening new avenues in understanding the genetic basis of ALT activation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Synthetic telomere sequencing control
Synthetic telomere substrates were generated by annealing complementary telomere oligos with a T/A overhang, followed by repeated rounds of ligation to generate products with mean lengths of 300 bp required for sequencing. In brief, the following oligos were ordered for the canonical substrate, G1: 5 -AGGGTTAGGGTTA-3 , C1: 5 -A ACCCTAACCC-3 , G2: 5 -GGGTTAGGGTT-3 and C2: 5 -TAACCCTAACCCT-3 , and were annealed in pairs, G1+C1 and G2+C2. The annealed pairs were then mixed in equimolar proportions and ligated using New England Biolabs Blunt/TA ligase (Catalog #M0367S) at 16
• C for 14 h followed by ethanol precipitation. Two variant repeat substrates were created using oligos of TCAGGG or TTAGCG repeats.
Analysis of telomere sequencing control
The synthetic telomere substrate was sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq2500 platform using 150 bp paired end reads. The sequencing error rate was estimated using a combination of existing bioinformatics tools and custom in-house scripts. In brief, the sequencing data in fastq format were trimmed using Trimmomatic (v0.36) (http://www.usadellab. org/cms/?page=trimmomatic) to remove low quality bases and adaptor sequences, then reads were sorted, based on their sequence content, into the following groups: G-strand ([TTAGGG] n ), and C-strand ([CCCTAA] n ). The frequency of single nucleotide mutations in the TTAGGG or CC-CTAA repeat unit was calculated for each of the strand groups, with this value representing the sequencing error rate.
Tumour WGS datasets
PanNET and melanoma datasets were sourced from previously published data (21, 25) . The PanNET dataset consisted of 86 tumours for which ALT activity had been determined using the C-circle assay (27) , and was used as a validated dataset. For the melanoma samples, DNA was available from 81 tumours, allowing for ALT activity to be determined by the C-circle assay, providing a second validated dataset (Mela val). The remaining 87 melanoma tumours for which DNA was not available were grouped into a non-validated set (Mela non-val). A further 821 high quality (>800 million reads, and containing <20% normal cells by tissue image) WGS datasets across 21 tumour types were available from TCGA (22) . The TCGA datasets used in this study consisted of the following tumour types : BLCA, LGG, BRCA, CESC, COAD, ESCA,  GBM, HNSC, KICH, KIRC, KIRP, LIHC, LUAD, LUSC,  OV, PRAD, SARC, SKCM, STAD, THCA and UCEC (Table 1 ).
C-circle assay
The C-circle assay was performed as previously published (27) . In brief, rolling circle amplification was applied to extracted genomic DNA, followed by detection using telomere qPCR. The presence of C-circles was used to stratify tumours into ALT positive (+ve) and ALT negative (-ve) groups based on the presence or absence of C-circles, respectively.
Telomere analysis of WGS data
Telomere reads were extracted from WGS data that had been aligned using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) to human reference genome hg19, using the tool qMotif (v1.0) (https://sourceforge.net/p/adamajava/wiki/qMotif/) with the extraction criterion four TTAGGG repeats in a 100 bp read. Telomere reads were then trimmed using a sliding window with threshold of >30 Phred base quality score, followed by quantification of variant repeats using a custom Perl script and pattern matching. The number of variant repeats was normalised to the total amount of telomeric repeats and base-line corrected using the sequencing error rate determined previously from the synthetic sequencing control. Statistical analyses were performed using the two-tailed t-test. Analysis of TCGA data was performed on the Cancer Genomics Cloud hosted by Seven Bridges Genomics (http://www.cancergenomicscloud.org/).
Generation of TMM classifier
The randomForest package version 4.6-12 in R version 3.3.3 was used to generate classifiers using the calculated proportion of variant repeats and relative telomere content (rel.TC), calculated as log 2 (tumour/normal), as features, with samples classed as ALT +ve or ALT -ve determined by the C-circle assay. The classifier was generated using the following line of code, randomForest(class ∼., data = <data.frame>, replace = TRUE, mtry = 5, ntree = 500, proximity = TRUE, localImp = TRUE), where <data.frame> is a dataframe consisting of the proportion of each telomere variant repeat and rel.TC for each validated tumour in the training set. The generated classifier was validated using out-of-bag (OOB) votes for the training set (generated during the training of the classifier), and using the predict() function built into the randomForest package for the testing set.
Somatic coding mutations and pathway mapping
Somatic coding single nucleotide variant (SNV) and insertion/deletion (indel) mutation data for the PanNET and melanoma cohorts ( (25) 
Dataset comparisons
For each of the ten datasets, impacted mutations were counted for each gene for both ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumour groups, followed by a Fisher's Exact test, generating P-values and odds ratios. Multiple impacts over the same gene for a given case were considered as 1 count. Multiple testing corrections were applied to each dataset using the false discovery rate (FDR) method. Similarly, impacted pathways were counted for both ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumour groups with a Fisher's Exact test, for each tumour dataset.
Enrichment of mutations in genes or pathways with adjusted P-values <0.05 following FDR correction and fold difference >2 in either direction were identified for a dataset consisting of all tumour samples (PAN-CANCER) as well as each of the following individual tumour datasets: PanNET, Mela val, Mela non-val, BRCA, GBM, KICH, LIHC, OV and SARC datasets.
All-cause survival analysis
Clinical data in xml format was downloaded (data release version 4.0) from NCI Genomic Data Commons (GDC) data portal (https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov). Age in years was derived, in order of preference, from: days to birth or age at initial pathologic diagnosis; survival state was derived from vital status and follow up vital status; stage of disease was derived from clinical stage and pathologic stage, and grouped into I/II and III/IV; and histological grade was derived from neoplasm histologic grade, and grouped into G1, G2 and G3/G4 levels. Cancer-specific survival was not able to be performed due to substantial missing 'patient death reason' values. Therefore, all generated hazard ratios (HR) are based on all-cause survival. Time to event values in years were derived from, in order of preference, days to death, follow up days to death, days to last known alive and days to last followup. Cox's regression survival analysis was undertaken using the R package, survival 2.41.3 and R version 3.3.3. Three Cox's models were generated: (i) a basic model, which was limited to one independent factor, the TMM status (ALT +ve, ALT -ve); (ii) age and gender adjusted; and (iii) a multivariate model adjusted for age, histologic grade, stage of disease, with cancer type and gender stratified to correct for proportional hazards assumption.
A total cohort of 907 (TCGA = 821 and PanNET = 86), of which 903 had near complete to complete clinical data, were used in the analysis. Multivariate survival analysis limited the study to 386 patients (517 observations had one or more missing values in the following fields: gender, initial histologic grade or initial disease stage).
RESULTS
Telomeres are subject to strand-specific sequencing errors
Telomeres are long repetitive DNA sequences at chromosome termini that are intrinsically prone to high sequencing error rates, and are virtually impossible to assemble using short read sequencing technologies. In addition, next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies are known to be imperfect, resulting in false positive variant calls that are normally overcome by performing high depth sequencing followed by the alignment of reads to a reference genome. Due to the inability to map and assemble telomeres, it is not possible to use standard approaches for eliminating false positive variant calls in telomere repeats.
To accurately identify canonical versus variant telomere repeats from WGS data, we assembled a synthetic telomere substrate consisting of pure tandem repeats of the canonical TTAGGG sequence, and performed NGS using the Illumina HiSeq2500 platform ( Figure 1A ). As the differences in sequence content between the complementary strands of telomeric DNA can affect the sequencing error rate, the reads were sorted into G-strand (containing predominantly TTAGGG repeats) and C-strand (containing predominantly CCCTAA repeats). The false positive rate for calling variants was calculated for each strand independently as well as combined, with the number of variants detected representing the number of false positives generated by sequencing error.
In the first instance, we analysed the sequencing error rate across the combined G-and C-strands and observed that it was not equal across each base position in the hexameric TTAGGG repeat sequence when using the least stringent base quality score filtering of Phred > 10. Specifically, the first position had a much higher observed error rate (1.3%) than positions 4-6 (∼0.3%) ( Figure 1B ). It has been hypothesised that repetitive sequences, such as telomeres, are susceptible to increased error rates due to phasing. Phasing occurs in NGS platforms utilising sequencing-by-synthesis combined with cluster generation, where molecules in the cluster lose synchronisation and fall behind due to improper removal of terminating nucleotides or fluorophores. Pre-phasing is the opposite, whereby molecules improperly move ahead in the cluster. Together, both phasing and prephasing create noise in the cluster signal that accumulates over the length of the read. This noise has been hypothesised to create high quality sequencing errors in repetitive sequences containing homopolymers.
As the telomeric hexamer contains three consecutive guanine nucleotides, we analysed the sequencing error rate across the length of the read for the first base in the hexameric repeat to directly determine whether telomere sequence reads are subject to phasing ( Figure 1C ). We found that the sequencing error rate increased across the read, ranging from as low as 0.22% at the start of the read to 5.17% at the end ( Figure 1C ), indicative of substantial phasing effects. When we compared this to the other five base positions (Supplementary Figure S1A-E), we found that the third position was also substantially affected by phasing, consistent with it also being adjacent to the three consecutive guanine nucleotides, while the other positions had much lower error rates towards the end of the read. Therefore, to minimise the effects of phasing, we increased the stringency of quality filtering for trimming reads by using a 6 bp sliding window average. Using this approach, we observed that a base quality score filter of Phred > 30 reduced the error rate to less than 0.2% across all base positions ( Figure 1B ), as well as maintaining a constant error rate across the length of the read ( Figure 1C ).
We then determined the sequencing error rate for each possible nucleotide substitution across each position in the TTAGGG repeat following trimming using base quality score filter of Phred > 30, analysing each of the strand types separately ( Figure 1D ) (Supplementary Table S1 ). We observed that the sequencing error varied depending on the base substitution, base position in the TTAGGG repeat, and the strand type (G-or C-strand).
Finally, we measured the sequencing error rate in two variant repeat synthetic substrates, comprising either TCAGGG or TTAGCG repeats, in order to measure the false negative rate for calling variants in telomeres (Supplementary Figure S2 ). We observed a G-strand error rate of 1.2% and 0.8% for TCAGGG and TTAGCG variants, respectively, and a C-strand error rate of 1.2% and 0.8%. These error rates were similar to those of the canonical TTAGGG control, which had a G-strand error rate of 0.8% and a C-strand error rate of 0.7%. When considered as a proportion of total variant repeats, the false negative rate is negligible.
Our analysis of the synthetic telomere substrate provided a measure of the sequencing error rate for telomeric DNA on the Illumina HiSeq2500 NGS platform. This enabled us to implement a stringent trimming filter to reduce the sequencing error rate to below 0.2%. Overall, this approach CCCTAT  CCCTAG  CCCTAC  CCCTTA  CCCTGA  CCCTCA  CCCGAA  CCCCAA  CCCAAA  CCTTAA  CCGTAA  CCATAA  CTCTAA  CGCTAA  CACTAA  TCCTAA  GCCTAA  ACCTAA  ATAGGG  CTAGGG  GTAGGG  TAAGGG  TCAGGG  TGAGGG  TTCGGG  TTGGGG  TTTGGG  TTAAGG  TTACGG  TTATGG  TTAGAG  TTAGCG  TTAGTG  TTAGGA TTAGGC TTAGGT Figure 1 . Estimation of sequencing error rate in telomere repeats using a synthetic substrate. (A) Schematic outlining the experimental design and analysis pipeline to determine the sequencing error rate in telomere repeats. Document symbol denotes data files generated. (B) Calculated sequencing error rate by base position in TTAGGG repeat unit using different base quality score filters for trimming. (C) Calculated sequencing error rate for the first base position in the TTAGGG repeat unit across the sequence read using different base quality score filters for trimming. (D) Calculated sequencing error rate for each possible base mutation at each position in the TTAGGG repeat unit splitting reads into different strand types: G-strand (reads containing predominantly TTAGGG repeats) and C-strand (reads containing predominantly CCCTAA repeats). All error bars shown are standard error of the mean, n = 2.
demonstrates the need to separate telomere reads into Gand C-strands to correct for telomere sequencing errors, and accurately call variant repeats in telomere sequence reads.
Differences in telomere sequence content exist between ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours
To determine whether differences in telomere sequence content exist between ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours, and whether these differences are sufficient to stratify these groups, we analysed WGS data from a panel of PanNETs (25) and a panel of melanoma samples (21) . C-circles are a robust and reliable marker of ALT activity (29, 30) , and their presence was used to experimentally validate ALT activity (27) in both tumour sets. The PanNET dataset consisted of 32 C-circle +ve (ALT +ve) and 54 C-circle -ve (ALT -ve) tumours, while the melanoma dataset consisted of 11 C-circle +ve (ALT +ve) and 70 C-circle -ve (ALT -ve) tumours (Figure 2A) . Additional sample material for detection of telomerase activity was not available. Consequently, we extrapolated that the ALT -ve tumours group consists primarily of telomerase +ve tumours, as well as the potential inclusion of rare TMM negative tumours (31, 32) .
Telomere reads were extracted from WGS datasets using qMotif (24, 25) , with the criterion four TTAGGG repeats (4xTTAGGG), encompassing both consecutive and nonconsecutive repeat configurations, in a 100 bp read ( Figure  2B ). This criterion was selected as it was found to have a high correlation with qPCR (R 2 = 0.8112) when measuring rel.TC, comparable with 4xTTAGGG consecutive (R 2 = 0.8038) and 9xTTAGGG consecutive (R 2 = 0.7794) (Supplementary Figure S3A ), whilst also allowing for increased detection of variant repeats (Supplementary Figure S3B) . By utilising the sequencing error rates previously calculated from the synthetic telomere control, we quantified the proportion of variant repeats correcting for the strand-specific baseline sequencing error rate (Supplementary Table S2 ).
In the PanNETs, comparisons between ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumour telomeres revealed significant differences in variant repeat content across all but one variant (TTCGGG) ( Figure 2C ). Mutations in the first three base positions of the TTAGGG repeat were found to occur more frequently than mutations in the final three base positions, consistent with previously published results (12) . The proportion of variant repeats in telomeres varied substantially across the tumour samples with one tumour containing 4.5% of the TTCGGG variant, the highest proportion of a single variant type. Overall, ALT -ve tumours contained a higher proportion of variant repeats compared to ALT +ve tumours. This reflects a higher representation of the variant repeat-dense proximal regions as a proportion of the total telomere in ALT -ve cells, which typically display substantially shorter telomeres compared to ALT +ve cells. This is demonstrated by the observation that the overall proportion of variant repeats in telomeres is negatively correlated (R 2 = 0.6231) with rel.TC measured by qMotif (Supplementary Figure S4A ). Correlations between the proportion of individual variant repeats and rel.TC range from strong to weak, indicating that rel.TC is not entirely accountable for the proportion of variant repeats in telomeres (Supplementary Figure S4B ). The biological basis for this observation is unclear.
In the melanoma dataset, we observed a significant difference in variant repeat content between ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours for the majority of variants, with the exception of TCAGGG, TTCGGG, TTAGCG, TTAGGA and TTAGGT ( Figure 2D) . Overall, the proportion of variant repeats in ALT -ve tumours was lower in the melanoma dataset than in the PanNET dataset. This can be explained by the observation that ALT -ve melanoma tumours had higher rel.TC than ALT -ve PanNETs (Figure 2E ), resulting in a diluted proportion of proximal variants in melanoma telomeres.
We then addressed whether rel.TC alone, in the absence of variant repeat data, could be used to distinguish between ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours. To do this, we measured rel.TC by qMotif in the PanNET and melanoma WGS datasets. We observed minimal overlap between ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours within each tumour type, but this separation was not as apparent across the two tumour types ( Figure 2E ). The classification ability of rel.TC in determining TMM was assessed by creating a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, and found that rel.TC performed better than random, with area under the curve (AUC) of 0.8417 ( Figure 2F ). We assigned a rel.TC cut-off of 0.33, as it gave the optimal balance between ALT +ve and ALT -ve accuracy across both tumour datasets, and used this to calculate the accuracy across each of the tumour types ( Figure 2G ). While the overall class accuracy for both tumour types combined was balanced, at 79.07% for ALT +ve tumours and 82.26% for ALT -ve tumours, rel.TC predicted ALT -ve tumours more accurately than ALT +ve tumours in PanNETs (96.30% and 75.00%, respectively), and ALT +ve tumours more accurately than ALT -ve tumours in the melanomas (90.91% and 71.43%, respectively). These experiments demonstrate that rel.TC alone provides limited accuracy in stratifying ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours across different tumour types, but that significant differences in the variant repeat content of telomeres exist between ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours across both Pan-NET and melanoma datasets that could improve upon this.
Telomere sequence content can accurately detect the presence of ALT in tumours
To improve on the utility of rel.TC, we employed a random forest (RF) machine learning approach to generate an ALT classifier, using the proportion of each telomere variant repeat type and rel.TC as features. For each sample, the RF classifier produced a probability, representing the proportion of votes for ALT +ve, classifying tumours as ALT +ve (>0.5) or ALT -ve (<0.5). To test the robustness of the classifier across different tumour types we generated multiple classifiers using different combinations of the PanNET and melanoma datasets for training and testing. Each classifier was tested using the training set via the use of OOB error estimation, a feature of the RF approach whereby samples in the training set are used to validate the decision trees they were not used to train; and using the independent testing set, where available. First, we used the PanNET dataset as the training set, and then performed testing using TAAGGG  TCAGGG  TGAGGG  TTCGGG  TTGGGG  TTTGGG  TTAAGG  TTACGG  TTATGG  TTAGAG  TTAGCG  TTAGTG  TTAGGA  TTAGGC TAAGGG  TCAGGG  TGAGGG  TTCGGG  TTGGGG  TTTGGG  TTAAGG  TTACGG  TTATGG  TTAGAG  TTAGCG  TTAGTG  TTAGGA  TTAGGC the melanoma dataset ( Figure 3A) . The classifier performed well on the PanNET training set, achieving a class accuracy of 87.50% for predicting ALT +ve tumours, 90.74% for predicting ALT -ve tumours, and had an AUC of 0.9375 using OOB error estimations. The classifier performed slightly worse on the independent melanoma test set, having class accuracies of 90.91% and 75.71% for ALT +ve and ALTve, respectively ( Figure 3A) . Second, we used the melanomas as the training set, and the PanNETs as the testing set ( Figure 3B ). This classifier had an AUC of 0.9052, with class accuracies of 81.82% for ALT +ve and 97.14% for ALT -ve. The reduction in performance compared to the previous classifier can be attributed to the proportion of ALT samples in the melanoma dataset being only 13.6%, causing the classifier to be skewed towards an ALT -ve prediction ( Figure 3B ). This bias towards ALT -ve classification was reflected in the predictions for the independent PanNET test set, with class accuracies of 62.50% and 94.44% for ALT +ve and ALT -ve, respectively ( Figure 3B ).
Finally, we generated a RF classifier using both PanNETs and melanomas for the training set, to determine whether this approach would produce a more balanced classifier capable of predicting ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours with comparable confidence ( Figure 3C ). The classifier performed well with an AUC of 0.9434 and overall accuracy of 91.6%, and class accuracies in PanNETs of 92.59% and 81.25%, and in melanomas of 81.82% and 97.14%, for ALT +ve and ALT -ve, respectively. As expected, this classifier performed well at predicting ALT activity in both PanNETs and melanomas, having been trained on both datasets, and out-performed rel.TC alone in determining the TMM of a tumour.
By examining the importance of each feature used in the final classifier, we observed that the top three most important features were the variant repeats TTTGGG, TAAGGG and TTAGAG ( Figure 3D) . Interestingly, rel.TC ranked 10th in terms of importance, showing that variant repeat content has more predictive power for detecting ALT than rel.TC. We conclude that by utilising the proportion of individual variant repeats within telomeres, in combination with rel.TC, we can generate a classifier of ALT that can be applied across different tumour types.
Classification of ALT +ve and ALT -ve varies across tumour types
Having established a robust classifier of TMM, trained on both PanNETs and melanomas, we applied our classifier to 87 previously published melanoma samples that had not been validated by the C-circle assay (21) (Mela non-val), as well as 821 high quality (>800 million reads from samples containing <20% normal cells by tissue image) WGS datasets across 21 tumour types available from TCGA (Table 1), with the aim to probe the genetic signatures associated with ALT activation across multiple tumour types.
Of the tumour types tested, 15 had at least one sample predicted to be ALT +ve, with SARC, LGG and SKCM having the highest prevalence of ALT at 26%, 25% and 25%, respectively, while the remaining tumour types had a less than 10% frequency of ALT (Supplementary Table S3 ). Our predictions are consistent with previous reports in the literature indicating that ALT is common in SARC and LGG (33) (Supplementary Table S3 ). Clear delineation between ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours was observed in LGG in terms of proportion of votes, with ALT +ve tumours having >0.7 and the ALT -ve tumours having < 0.3 ( Figure 4A ). PRAD, STAD and THCA had all samples confidently (>0.7 majority of votes) called as ALT -ve. A number of tumour types such as KICH, were difficult to delineate, with votes clustering at ∼50%. The predicted TMM for each TCGA and Mela non-val sample is provided in Supplementary Table  S4 .
Rel.TC varied between each of the different tumour types, with ALT +ve tumours tending to have higher rel.TC than ALT -ve tumours ( Figure 4B ). Overall, ALT +ve tumours were found to have significantly higher rel.TC than ALT -ve tumours ( Figure 4C ), but consistent with our observations in validated datasets (PanNET and melanoma), some predicted ALT -ve tumours had longer telomeres than predicted ALT +ve tumours, and vice versa. Overall, the consistency of our predicted prevalences of ALT across tumour types with previous reports provides support that telomere sequence content can be used to stratify ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours across tumour types.
The presence of ATRX, DAXX and TERT promoter mutations varies across tumour types
We then investigated the prevalence of mutations in ATRX, DAXX and the TERT locus across the 22 predicted and two validated datasets. Annotated mutation data were unavailable for 52 of the 821 TCGA samples. These samples were excluded from the analysis. Of the 1023 tumours investigated, only 37 had a predicted loss-of-function (high impact) mutation in ATRX or DAXX, with 22/37 (59%) being classified as ALT +ve ( Figure 5A ). Interestingly, 2/37 of these tumours were validated to be ALT -ve by the Ccircle assay, indicating that loss of ATRX or DAXX is not sufficient to confer ALT activity. High impact mutations in DAXX were found to be most prevalent in PanNETs, occurring in 15.1% of tumours, with COAD being the only other investigated tumour type found to contain DAXX mutations (in 2.6%). An additional 37 tumours were found to contain moderate impact mutations, mostly missense, in ATRX or DAXX; however, only six were classified as ALT +ve, indicating that moderate impact mutations in ATRX and DAXX are not robustly associated with ALT activity. Loss-of-function coding mutations in the TERT gene were also investigated, with only one TERT mutation (chr5:1264708 splice acceptor variant) being identified in the 1023 tumours. This mutation was found in a melanoma, which was classified as ALT -ve.
TERT promoter mutations, specifically C228T and C250T, have been shown to create an ETS binding motif, which results in increased transcription of the gene (15, 16, 34) . We identified 157 tumours that contained one of these mutations, with 149 (94.9%) classified as ALTve ( Figure 5B ). This indicates that TERT promoter mutations are important in ALT -ve tumours, consistent with their role in promoting TERT expression. TERT promoter mutations were most prevalent (approximately 50%) in TTTGGG  TAAGGG  TTAGAG  TTCGGG  TTAAGG  CTAGGG  GTAGGG  TTAGGA  TTATGG  rel.TC  TTAGGG  TTACGG  TTGGGG  TTAGGT  TCAGGG  TGAGGG  ATAGGG  TTAGGC  TTAGTG n=  87  22  20  97  19  43  14  52  46  36  38  50  51  47  44  49  16  38  4  36  50 melanomas, BLCA, GBM and LGG, consistent with previous reports (35) . One of the tumours (a melanoma) with TERT promoter mutations was validated to be ALT +ve by the C-circle assay, suggesting the potential presence of both TMMs in the sample. Another seven tumours with TERT promoter mutations that were classified as ALT +ve may similarly have both TMMs active, or may have been misclassified. Interestingly, one melanoma tumour was found to have both a loss-of-function ATRX mutation as well as a TERT promoter mutation, potentially facilitating activation of both TMMs in the tumour. Unfortunately, DNA for this sample was not available to verify this. These results are consistent with previous reports that mutations in the TERT promoter alone are not sufficient to cause activation of telomerase (36) . Our results show that the use of genetic markers to classify TMM in tumours is limited due to variability in their prevalence across tumour types, and overall low occurrence rate.
Identification of pathways associated with ALT activation
Next, we investigated genes or pathways that were associated with the activation of ALT. Ten cancer datasets were constructed: PanNETs, Mela val, Mela non-val, TCGA tumour types predicted to have representation of ALT (BRCA, GBM, KICH, LIHC, OV, SARC), and finally a group consisting of all tumour types (PAN-CANCER). Somatic coding SNVs and indels were identified for each of the samples, and their impact determined using VEP. Only the high and moderate impact variants were used in the analysis for over-representation of mutations in either the ALT +ve or ALT -ve tumour group across each of the ten cancer datasets, using a criterion of >2-fold over-representation and an FDR of 5%.
When considering both high and moderate impact mutations, DAXX and MEN1 were identified as significantly over-represented in ALT +ve tumours in the PAN-CANCER dataset, affecting 18.09% and 19.15% of ALT +ve tumours, respectively ( Figure 6A ). When looking at the individual tumour type datasets, only DAXX was identified as significantly over-represented in ALT +ve tumours in the PanNET tumour type, affecting 50% of ALT +ve tumours (Supplementary Table S5 ). Performing the same analysis using high impact mutations only, DAXX was identified as over-represented in the PAN-CANCER dataset, affecting 12.77% of ALT +ve tumours (Supplementary Table S5) . ATRX was observed to have an over-representation of mutations in ALT +ve tumours, affecting 10.64%; however, this was not significant (adjusted P-value 0.07), presumably due to an overall low prevalence of ATRX mutations across the tumour types tested in this study. Analysis of individual tumour types considering only high impact mutations, again revealed DAXX as the only significantly mutated gene in the PanNET dataset, affecting 37.50% of ALT +ve tumours.
Next, we mapped each of the impacted genes to corresponding molecular pathways to identify whether dysregulation in any molecular pathways was associated with activation of ALT. Analysis of both high and moderate impact mutations in the PAN-CANCER dataset revealed two pathways that were significantly over-represented, and 12 pathways that were significantly under-represented in ALT Table S6 ). The affected genes for each of these pathways are listed in Supplementary Table S7 . Interestingly, 3 of the 12 pathways under-represented in ALT +ve tumours (the autophagy, cell cycle control of chromosomal replication, and transcriptional regulatory network in embryonic stem cells pathways) were found to have a very low representation in ALT +ve tumours (2%, 2% and 3%, respectively), suggesting that ALT activity is incompatible with disruptions to these pathways. When looking for pathways enriched in individual tumour type datasets, five pathways involving DAXX were identified as enriched in ALT +ve tumours found only in the PanNET dataset (Supplementary Table S6 ). Performing the same pathway analysis considering only high impact mutations uncovered no over-represented pathways in the PAN-CANCER dataset, and one additional pathway overrepresented in ALT +ve tumours in the PanNET dataset (Supplementary Table S6 ).
Our results reveal that, while some genes and pathways were identified as involved in the survival or activation of ALT across all tumour types, their prevalence varied across specific tumour types. The use of genetic markers to stratify ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours is limited due to genetic heterogeneity between tumour types. Studies into the genes and pathways involved in the activation and survival of ALT +ve tumours requires investigation within each specific tumour type.
Patient survival for ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours
Finally, we investigated whether activation of ALT in tumours had an impact on patient survival. Previous studies of glioblastomas have shown that the presence of ALT in the tumour was associated with longer patient survival times (37, 38) . Investigations to determine associations between TMM status (ALT +ve and ALT -ve) and the overall survival of the combined TCGA and PanNET cohort of patients (total of 903 with near complete to complete clinical data) were conducted using Cox's proportional hazards regression models. No statistically significant findings (P < 0.05) were observed after accounting for known confounders (age, gender, initial histological grade, initial staging of disease and cancer type). All models were checked and corrected to ensure proportional hazard assumptions were not violated. Unsurprisingly, staging of the disease was detected as being the most significant contributor to survivability, with patients presenting with stage III or IV tumours being at a 2.5 times higher risk of mortality, compared to stage I or II tumours (Hazard risk ratio of 2.5, 95% CI: 1.4-4.4, P-value < 0.0025, total numbers at risk = 386 and number of deaths = 108, using the multivariate model equation). Additionally, no significant associations were observed when separate survival models were implemented for PanNET, BRCA, GBM, KICH, LIHC, OV and SARC cancer types; however, these data are inconclusive and analysis using larger sample sizes is required.
DISCUSSION
The application of sequencing strategies to telomeres allows for the study of telomere sequence content and its association with disease. Sequencing telomeres is technically challenging due to their repetitive nature, and problems associated with phasing and pre-phasing, resulting in frequent false positives when attempting to quantitate variant repeats within telomere reads. We, therefore, developed a synthetic telomere sequencing control and applied a high stringency filter to minimise false positive calls within telomere reads, allowing accurate quantitation of variant repeats. This strategy will benefit future analysis of telomere sequence content and variability, as well as mapping of interstitial telomere repeats.
Application of this pipeline allowed us to identify significant differences in variant repeat sequence content between telomeres derived from ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours. These differences can be in-part attributed to the mechanistic differences in telomere repeat synthesis between ALT and telomerase. We have previously reported variant repeat interspersion in ALT telomeres, through homology directed repair that can involve the variant repeat-dense proximal regions (11, 12) . Our present results are consistent with these findings, but are also indicative of a substantial overall increase in canonical telomere repeat content in ALT cells. We observed a greater proportion of variant repeats in the telomeres of ALT -ve tumours, attributed to the higher proportion of proximal variant repeats when overall telomere lengths are shorter. One exception was the TTCGGG variant repeat, which was found to occur at a similar proportion in both the ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumour groups in the PanNETs, indicating that it is being propagated outside of the proximal region in longer telomeres. As telomere length alone was found to be a poor classifier of TMM, there are likely to be other biological explanations that we are currently unaware of that may account for the differences in telomere variant repeat content between ALT +ve and ALT -ve telomeres.
Our investigations showed that rel.TC performs poorly in stratifying ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours due to high amounts of variability between tumour types. However, by combining the proportion of variant repeats with telomere content, we created a robust classifier capable of stratifying ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours, with 91.6% accuracy, that can be applied across multiple tumour types to begin to elucidate the molecular signatures associated with the activation of ALT. Nevertheless, further development of the classifier, by expanding the training and test datasets to include more experimentally validated tumour types, will increase its specificity and sensitivity. This will involve additional sample collection and experimentation using labbased ALT and telomerase activity assays.
A number of limitations of the classifier must be considered. First, our classifier can determine whether ALT is present in a tumour, but is unable to determine if telomerase has been activated. There exists the possibility that both TMMs could co-exist in the same tumour sample, or a tumour may switch or fluctuate between TMMs. Second, we have built our classifier on experimental validation using C-circle activity as indicative of ALT. This was due to the availability of DNA suitable for C-circle analysis. Unequivocal identification of ALT requires an exhaustive array of experimental analyses (10), for which cellular material was not available on this scale. Finally, our classifier has been trained on WGS datasets that were generated from the same sequencing centre using the same machines. As a result, we have not been able to test whether differences in sequencing centres and machines affect classification.
The application of our classifier to a range of tumour types produced estimates for the prevalence of ALT in line with previous reports in the literature, with the exceptions of LGG and STAD, for which our predictions were much lower than previously reported. Differences between our classifier prediction and previous reports can be attributed to the use of different experimental techniques, varying proportions of sub-types of tumours studied, small sample sizes, differing amounts of tumour content, and potential misclassification. Overall, the concordance between our estimated prevalence of ALT across tumour types with the literature provides support that our classifier is tumour type independent.
It has recently been reported that loss-of-function mutations in ATRX/DAXX can be used to determine ALT activation (19, 26, 39) , and that activating mutations in the TERT promoter are indicative of telomerase expression (35, (40) (41) (42) . Our investigation found that, while lossof-function mutations in ATRX/DAXX and TERT promoter mutations correlated with their respective associated TMMs, they were not exclusive to a single TMM, nor mutually exclusive to each other. This is consistent with published work showing empirically that loss of ATRX can coexist with telomere maintenance by telomerase (43) , and that TERT promoter mutations are not enough to cause activation of telomerase (36) . The prevalence of these mutations was also found to be tumour type dependent, and overall very low (19.5%), consistent with a previous study of TCGA tumours (26) .
ALT cancers are highly correlated with mutations in ATRX, exemplified by previous studies of cancers of the central nervous system, GBM, oligodendrogliomas, and medulloblastomas (17) . In our investigation, mutations in ATRX were not significantly associated with ALT activity across all tumour types. This can be explained by a low representation of tumour types with common ATRX mutations in our extensive dataset. Low sample numbers also precluded conclusions regarding the frequency of ATRX mutations in particular tumour types, and limited our ability to elucidate tumour type specific genetic signatures associated with ALT activation. Our investigations into identifying novel TMM associated genes only identified MEN1 as significantly over-represented in ALT +ve tumours, but again, it was not found exclusively in ALT +ve tumours and its prevalence was tumour type dependent. Overall, this demonstrates the limited utility of current genetic markers in TMM classification, due to their low prevalence and tumour type dependence.
Our analysis of pathways under-represented in ALT +ve tumours revealed three pathways (the autophagy, cell cycle control of chromosomal replication, and transcriptional regulatory network in embryonic stem cells pathways) that were found to have almost no mutations in ALT +ve tu-mours. Autophagy has been shown to act as a tumoursuppressor, with deficiencies leading to induction of oxidative stress, DNA damage and chromatin instability through the accumulation of damaged macromolecules and organelles (44, 45) , while also promoting cell survival in established cancer cells (46) (47) (48) . Autophagy may be required to remove excessive amounts of extrachromosomal telomeric repeats (ECTR), which are a common feature of ALT cells (49) . The cell cycle control of chromosomal replication pathway is responsible for the proper formation and licensing of origins of replication. ALT tumours may be more sensitive to disruption of this pathway as a sufficient number of replication origins may be required for the repair of collapsed replication forks (50) , caused by high levels of replication stress at ALT telomeres (44) . The transcriptional regulatory network in embryonic stem cells pathway has previously been associated with tumorigenesis (51); however, its potential importance to the activation of ALT is unclear. These pathways will require further functional investigation to fully elucidate their roles in ALT.
Our investigation into individual tumour types was somewhat restricted by the limited number of samples for which high quality WGS data were available for each tumour type, particularly with the prevalence of ALT being an even smaller subset. Further expansion of these analyses to encompass larger datasets, including additional validated datasets, and in combination with clinical outcome data, will be of future interest.
In conclusion, we have developed a WGS analysis pipeline to accurately quantitate telomere variant repeats. We have identified significant differences in telomere variant repeat composition between ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours. We have demonstrated that a machine learning approach can be used to stratify ALT +ve and ALT -ve tumours, using telomere variant repeat content, with an accuracy of 91.6%, and that this classifier can be applied to large scale cancer datasets to elucidate the molecular mechanisms involved in ALT activation. Our approach is a direct improvement over other approaches, such as classification based on rel.TC alone or by the use of other genetic markers, such as loss of ATRX/DAXX and TERT promoter mutations, as it is tumour type independent. Our classifier has the potential to be applied to much larger datasets to study the tumour type specific mechanisms involved in ALT activation. The potential also exists for this approach to be applied to datasets retrospectively, in order to study the efficacy of drug treatments on tumours based on TMM, and to guide TMM-targeted cancer therapeutics.
